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One Water One Watershed 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With 6 million people the Santa Ana River Watershed is the largest coastal stream system in Southern California.  Covers over 2650 square miles in parts of four counties 60% of the water used is from groundwater.Current water management is based upon methods developed from 1900-1960’sClimate change, population growth call for new water management methodsWater is finite but infinite, challenging us to manage  it efficientlyWatershed approaches focus on human cooperation and fair funding burdensEfficiency demands that our inter-connectedness is a factor in planning – when you save water in San Bernardino it’s good for Riverside



Formed in 1967 
 
First meeting  Jan 1968 

 
To study water quality 
on a watershed scale 
 

Later moved to 
comprehensive 
watershed 
management 
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Presentation Notes
SAWPA was formed at the end of 1967 and held its first meeting on January 9, 1968.  It originally comprised OCWD, Western, Chino Basin, and San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water Districts.  It was formed as a planning entity.  In the 1970s, the JPA was reformed as a project authority to move forward with infrastructure projects, as well.   Eastern joined in 1984.In the 1960s, the agencies in the watershed were embroiled in a huge water rights lawsuit over the flows in the Santa Ana River.  The formation of SAWPA and the agreement to collaborate on a regional look at water resources issues from a different perspective – namely, water quality – paved the way to a settlement of the water rights lawsuit.  Facilitating dispute resolution, conflict management, and avoiding lawsuits has thus always been part of SAWPA’s DNA.This article is a neat illustration of the thinking here in 1968:-- SAWPA formed to study pollution problems and be the first to deal with an entire watershed’s pollution-- Local water leaders were concerned about federal dictation of water quality standards and wanted to get ahead of it-- The new SAWPA board knew it was their responsibility to steer the region clear of legal disputes-- Don Owen:  “an experiment in regional government;”  “dealing in the future, not in the past, as in the lawsuit”-- A key question was the feasibility of building a new Inland Empire industrial sewer to the ocean-- The founders of SAWPA wanted to start with water quality, but move on to comprehensive watershed management-- A plan for the whole watershed was expected to address importing high quality Northern California water







19th Century California Water 
Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In California, our legacy is best summed up by the saying “whiskey is for drinking; water is for fighting over.”  popularly attributed to Mark Twain.  This photo says it all, showing ranchers ready to fight to protect their water. They will fighting these fellows.



20th Century 
California Water: 

Conveyance 
Projects  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 20thCentury is characterized by large infrastructure moving water from northern CA  over 800 miles.  2/3 of California’s Water falls in the North yet 2/3 of the population lives in the South. This water serves that population in the South and irrigates millions of acres of farmland where our food is grown.  This was all built before fish and the environment had much consideration.  Money was available, CA was growing in Population and in farm land cultivated.  Now in the 21 century , we are rethinking our strategies. The Red is the State Water Project that draws water from the Sacramento  San Joaquin Delta.  Being considered now is constructing two large tunnels to convey this water into the State Project canal instead of drawing it through the open Delta. Down here you see the Colorado River water being conveyed in the All American Canal and the Metropolitan water distribution network.While we are building very sophisticated systems we are moving water from where it is to where it is needed. And for the most part it is considered that the water would be used where it was delivered and be gone like burning gas or coal.  But still we have not arrived at 21 Century water management. 



The Hydrologic Cycle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does water go through to get to us? Let’s look at the hydrologic cycle. This is the way it has always worked. The same drop makes the cycle from snow accumulating in the mountains which is where the watershed begins, rain falling to earth creating rivers is absorbed into the ground replenishing aquifers, people and plants take it up and water evaporates into the atmosphere to gather as clouds until it falls again. The same drop making the never ending cycle is the same drop when the dinosaurs roamed the earth. The drop may have been dinosaur pee. Nature has always recycled. There is no more water; all that the earth has ever had is still here. Water is finite and older than earth itself. We need to think about how we can make the drop work harder when we have in on earth. Do to this we must keep it as clean as possible, manage salts and we can use it over and over again.  



21st Century Water Management Strategy 

Water is reused many 
times before reaching the 
ocean 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a Watershed approach, We can save energy by cooperating with our neighbors as we recycle, rather than pumping up gradient, sell to neighbor adjacent and down gradient. Cooperative agreements that result in water transfers, exchanges, and banking have resulted in better use of water resources.  With the rich groundwater storage opportunities available in the SAR Watershed, expanding the groundwater storage with a variety of available water sources can be more much more cost effective than new surface storage. Such agreements will result in our ability to stretch available supplies and replace the storage lost by a shrinking snowpack. Projects under this category occur by collaboration and cooperation among the multitude agencies in the watershed, expanding on the many past successful water agreements within the SAR Watershed.  New banking agreements can represent both habitat mitigation banking as well as groundwater banking. These agreements only can occur by entities working together and opening doors to improved efficiency and increased water supply reliance.



First OWOW Meeting April 2007 



Original 4 Horsemen Image Credit: Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse Theatre in England, 2007 
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Presentation Notes
These are not only our threats here in the Santa Ana River Watershed, but all of Ca faces the same challenges and indeed so do many of us. This is how we characterize our challenges.  No less than the 6 horsemen of the Apocalypse.  



OWOW Governance 
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Presentation Notes
What is governance and who governs



The  Watershed approach 

1 
• The Watershed is a hydrologic whole 

2 
• Working in concert with nature is cost 

effective 

3 
• See each problem as interrelated, seek 

efficiencies and synergies 

Presenter
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We use 9 guiding principles and we thank Peter Senge for them. Managing the water resources at the watershed scale, while difficult, offers the potential of balancing the many competing demands we place on water resources.  The watershed approach acknowledges linkages between uplands and downstream area, and between surface and ground water and reduces the chances that attempts to solve problems in one realm will cause problems in others.  Watershed management integrates all the various human activities that occur on a given area of land that have effects on or affected by water.  We focus on all sources of pollution with in the watershed as a whole rather than on types of sources or on the arbitrary political boundaries of counties and municipalities.  With this perspective we can plan long term sustainable solutions to many natural resources problems.  We can find a better balance between meetings today’s needs and leaving a sound resource legacy for generation to come.  



Create A New 

1 
• OWOW is a shared Vision for the 

Watershed 

2 
•Breakthrough innovations 

3 •Create a Water Ethic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we mean when we say Create a New? Problem solving is about making what you don’t want go away.  Creating a new involves bringing something you care about into reality such as sustainability, water reliability and quality.  We are shifting the conversation from the familiar avoiding something bad to doing something positive and new.  Shifting the conversation from problems to possibilities.  We asked people who feel strongly to let go of cherished beliefs and views so that they can allow something bigger than themselves to develop. It all comes down to choice and the capacity to focus on a vision of what we truly desire instead of what we seek to avoid. We are working to Create a Water Ethic: Everyone knows where their water comes from, how much they use and what they put into it  and where it goes after it is used.   



Collaborate Across  
Boundaries 

1 
• As citizens of the Watershed, create 

synergies 

2 •No ONE can do it alone 

3 
•Think Big! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked everyone to check their identity, affiliations,  at the door.  We asked them to think of themselves only citizens of the Santa Ana River Watershed, and to suspend assumptions and balance advocacy and inquiry to foster a collective intelligence.   All other loyalties, agendas and priorities were to be secondary to those of the holistic view of the Santa Ana River Watershed.  Individually no one has sufficient resources to address the sustainability issue we face.  No one person has enough understanding, credibility or authority to connect the larger networks of people and organizations to do this work.  We have to do it together. Thinking big means stepping back and expanding the boundaries of our whole awareness. More and more people understand that the mounting sustainability crises is interconnected.  We must think big if we are to meet the challenges of the 21 century.



Watershed Level Thinking 
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Water use 
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The OWOW Plan pursues multiple objectives beyond the “traditional” objective of providing reliable water, and ensuring high quality water for all users, by preserving and enhancing the environment, promoting sustainable water solutions, managing rainfall as a resource, preserving open-space and recreational opportunities, maintaining quality of life (including addressing the needs of disadvantaged communities), providing economically effective solutions, and improving regional integration and coordination. Integrate multiple interests (e.g. economic growth vs. environmental protection), rather than focus on conflict and litigation; If we see each challenge, drought, climate change, water quality, as separate and approach each separately the solution we come up with will fall short or be opportunistic. Quick fixes do nothing to address deeper dysfunctions.  Many challenges facing the water community today cannot be solved by technology, infrastructure or engineering alone. Solutions popular in the 20th Century are today too expensive and have too great carbon footprint.  We hope to solve our problems and meet our needs through collaboration and cooperative agreements in additional to engineering regional projects. The Challenges are great and need to be met with bold responses. The tension between bold decisive leadership and collaborative, cooperative model needs to be balanced.We need to make sure to maximize the drop of water from the forest and we need to use it over and over again.  Shared custody and responsible for care of the water drop.  The forest  is where it originates but we need to care of the drop for beneficial use. The active participation of this diverse group of stakeholders integrates the different interests in the Watershed beyond political boundaries. OWOW reflects the watershed moving from a water supplier to a water resource manager mentality. We are moving from a mission of providing abundant high-quality water at the lowest cost possible, to one in which water resources are managed in a sustainable manner and with regard for the needs of the environment and those downstream. Rather than investing more or working harder on the ways of the 20th century, OWOW seeks a new approach that is lighter on the land, protects habitat and a sustainable future for a robust economy and healthy environment. The Santa Ana River Watershed is a hydrologic logic whole2Working in concert with nature is cost effective3See each problem as interrelated, seek efficiencies and synergies



Egosystem vs Ecosystem 

• I have this one, if you can’t find it. 
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Presentation Notes
One Water One WatershedPhilosophically, we must reimagine and restructure how society interacts with natural flowsManagerially, we must restructure how society interacts with natural flows
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From Daily. Dose Collaboration is not about gluing together existing egos. It’s about the ideas that never existing until after everyone entered the room. Ethic of cooperation over competitionEthic of seeking maximal benefit with minimal harmEthic of inclusiveness and broad definition of expertisePeople, policies and process over pipes, pumps and plants. 



Meet Conflict and 
make him your 

friend. 
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We have our challenges.  Turf. Ideas change agents.  How has the power to say . central vs decentralized decision making. OWOW is a challenge to conventional practices, attitudes and professional certainties.  It confronts entrenched sectoral interest and require that water resources be managed holistically for the benefits  of all.  No one pretends that meeting the IRWMP challenge will be easy but it is vital  that a start is made now to avert the burgeoning crisis.   So the skill set we need to be talking about and developing is conflict management.    We are not talking about conflict resolution but management.  The conflict management  process does not begin with the identification of a particular conflict.  It fits in the planning stage of a project or program of water resource development, anticipating conflict among stakeholders.    There are tools and methods.  This work is just as important of the skill sets that we have used  for the past decades. The case for working together is strong many would say incontestable.  The problem for most is the long history of sectorial development based on a narrow understanding of water.  We are now coming to grips with the enormity of the problems we have created for ourselves through the  manipulation of nature .  The need for change is undeniable. With change comes challenge and with challenge come threats as well as opportunities.  There are threats to people’s power and position and threats to their sense of themselves as professionals.  Integrated water management requires that very different stakeholders, often with apparently irreconcilable difference to somehow work together.Water Resource management is about conflict management.



Hard Path & Soft Path    
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Some would call this the soft path approach. It encourages integration across sectors and scales. Water for people and ecosystems, economies, incentives for efficient water use, delivery reliability and public participation resulting in lower cost for would result in separate decision making.  The hard path relies almost exclusively on centralized infrastructure and decision-making using technology and institutions developed in the 19th and 20th century.  Large dams, and reservoirs, pipeline and treatment plants. The objective of the hard path is to deliver abundant potable  water.The soft path has a different broader set of goals, the delivery of water related services, to match needs to resource.  It strives to improve the overall productivity of water use rather than seek endless new supplies. And in addition to supplying water also see as its goal the protection of aquatic habitat, and participation of decision protection.  Seek to encourage better integration across sectors' and scales, equitable access to water for human and ecosystems.  Include economic incentives social objectives, reliability and public participation in decision making.  It matches water quality to water need.Much of what is needed today are the soft skills in addition to the hard skills however the soft skills have not be valued and therefore not cultivated.  Green infrastructure is not kept on a balance sheet, not depreciated and therefore not valued. Although this is changing.  
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Lake Oroville in 2006 pretty full at 4.3 cubic kilometers. 



Lake Oroville Jan 2015 
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Jan 2015



Infrastructure Failure 

• Pic today of a big hole in the spillway of the 
Oroville Dam 
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It is forced by entropy, what we built is being unmade by the passage of time



23 

Improving Coordination 
Water Management & 

Land Use Planning 
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We are learning how to work with each other in the water world but also with others such as land use planners. 



Freeway interchange 

• Somewhere in the IE, with traffic 
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Cheap auto fuel



Water 
must be at 
the table 
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It is a process.  All voices must be included  is the process in order to have integrity. All perspectives must be examined.The 21st Century Water Management Strategy pursues multiple objectives beyond the “traditional” objective of providing reliable water, and ensuring high quality water for all users, by preserving and enhancing the environment, promoting sustainable water solutions, managing rainfall as a resource, preserving open-space and recreational opportunities, maintaining quality of life (including addressing the needs of disadvantaged communities), providing economically effective solutions, and improving regional integration and coordination. Integrate multiple interests (e.g. economic growth vs. environmental protection), rather than focus on conflict and litigation; If we see each challenge, drought, climate change, water quality, as separate and approach each separately the solution we come up with will fall short or be opportunistic. We really all live in one big bath tub.  Water saved in Riverside can be a resource in  Santa Ana or used to grow our food. Many challenges facing the water community today cannot be solved by technology, infrastructure or engineering alone. Solutions popular in the 20th Century are today too expensive and have too great carbon footprint.  We hope to solve our problems and meet our needs through collaboration and cooperative agreements in additional to engineering regional projects. The Challenges are great and need to be met with bold responses. The tension between bold decisive leadership and collaborative, cooperative model needs to be balanced.
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93 Mile Long Gravity SystemSalt ManagementOne of the most predominant concerns arising from the heavy use of the Watershed for past agricultural practices, and now from the imported water and use of water, is the buildup of salts. Almost a century of agricultural and industrial use has resulted in salts and other constituents of concern infiltrating many aquifers and streams within the Watershed. As the Watershed continues to grow, cities encroach ever closer in proximity to dairies and other agricultural operations. To counter this added stress to the stream and groundwater supplies, producers have developed advanced methods of reducing potential conflicts. Technologically advanced wastewater control infrastructure has been rigorously employed, and negative impacts from agricultural runoff continue to be minimized. Nevertheless, the existing salts and contaminants present in the Watershed from past practices still need to be removed, as improving water quality is inextricably linked to improving water supplies and implementing a comprehensive groundwater storage program.  These brine flows are collected throughout the upper Watershed and sent to Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) wastewater treatment facilities before final discharge to the ocean. SAWPA owns capacity rights in Brine line downstream of Prado Dam, and owns the brine line pipeline upstream of Prado Dam. With projected future growth, both developmentally and economically, the Watershed’s reliance on this 100-mile long pipeline will continue to be a critical factor in the overall plan to minimize future drought impacts, achieve the desired salt balance, and improve the quality of the water resources in the upper SAR Basin. Therefore, maintaining the integrity of the brine line and optimizing its future use are of utmost importance. 
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Salt Accumulation 
 

37,000 dump trucks 
lined up end-to-end 
from Los Angeles to Las 
Vegas (every year) 

Santa Ana River Watershed and 
Groundwater Basins 
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Salt Accumulation



Brine Line Pretreatment TEAM 

 





High Visibility Turf Removal and 
Replacement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
44 gallons of water saved per square foot of turf removed. Jan 2010 – Feb 2017:4.9 M square feet removed and replaced w/ drought tolerant landscaping662 acre feet of water per year saved*Eligible Properties must be highly visible properties maintained by public agencies or HOAs
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Water should be used in a production and careful fashion. No run off, no downstream pollution.  Use water to grow food if not for you for birds and bees. This garden is designed a wildlife habitat because it year-round  flowering plants feed birds and bees and other creatures. 
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It looks like there is something to fix in this relationship. This is a far too common sight. A broken sprinkler head flooding the sidewalk and street and is evidence that our relationship with water is not very healthy.  We are not valuing it enough not to waste it. This waste is not incidental, taken together runoff from broken sprinklers and over watering represents close to 40% of all the water that is delivered to home owners.
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Turf removal rebate Program, Omni Earth drop counter, 
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Creates Land Cover based on 5 categoriesTurfTreesShrubsOther vegetation irrigatedOther vegetation non-irrigatedCreates Land Cover clipped by ParcelsCreates Land Cover parcels with parkways includedCalculates Land Cover parcels by:5 category area totalsCorrections for slope using 1 foot contoursConsultant to generate land cover per parcel dataConsistent with the goals of the Emergency Drought Grant ProgramDefined work task in DWR agreement      work planInfrared ImageryLandform ClassificationsLandscape analysis ImagePoolsSlopeMeter Service Area



WATER BUDGET TIERED RATE 
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Budget-Based Rate Experience in this Watershed with nine more in the process of adopting.



Forest First 
Forest First 

Defining Ecosystem Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“One Water One Watershed” Plan – An Integrated Systems Approach. You are our headwaters.  The Forest First program is envisioned as a collaborative venture between the U.S. Forest Service and downstream stakeholders that focuses on developing methods to ensure that the national forests within the Santa Ana watershed are kept as healthy as possible and continue to provide high quality water to the valleys below. These factors illustrate the forests’ vital significance to the overall health and continued sustainability of the water resources within the watershed. SAWPA and the U.S. Forest Service have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding that is the first step in integrating forest management practices with interests of downstream water users.    Forest management practices have direct effects on both water quality and quantity, particularly relative to forest fires and the consequential effects of soil erosion and water storage.  Over the past one hundred years, changes to the conditions of the forest’s natural state have occurred from recurring fires that have destroyed the natural vegetation community, and from increased forest fuel density. While periodic naturally-occurring fires can be beneficial to forest ecology, these altered fuel and vegetation conditions increase the risk of unusually severe wild land fires that may result in undesirable fire effects that directly impact the surface and groundwater quantity in the watershed.  Working with the US forest Service, we are crafting a strategy that protect water quality and quantity at the head waters. More groundwater storage capacity Less sedimentation & lower water temperatures Longer & higher late summer base flows. Better wildlife & fish habitat & forage / less fuel loading Ecological restoration.  Landscape scale  whole land  collaborative approaches to fire management, Roadless area management, and other issues. community-based collaboration in the region, finding solutions based on mutual goals. The Forest Service is restoring healthy, resilient forest and grassland ecosystems—ecosystems that can sustain all the benefits that Americans including plentiful supplies of clean water, abundant habitat for wildlife and fish, renewable supplies of wood and energy, and more. Such benefits are at risk from the effects of climate change. The Forest Service is taking steps to help ecosystems adapt to the effects of a changing climate while also taking action to mitigate climate change, partly by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.Such challenges cross borders and boundaries; no single entity can meet them alone. Under Tom’s leadership, the Forest Service is working with states, Tribes, private landowners, and other partners for landscape-scale conservation—to restore ecosystems on a landscape scale.Landscape effect not poka dots.  To have an effect on the landscape across boundaries. Work towards getter the whole done. 



Three Numbers to Remember 

33% 
90% 
60% 
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As home to the headwaters of the Santa Ana River, the San Bernardino and Cleveland national forests encompass approximately 33% of the Santa Ana watershed’s land mass. These forest areas also receive 90% of annual precipitation. 60% ground water. 90% of the precipitation in the Santa Ana River Watershed falls on forest lands. Protection of headwatersIncreased yieldProtection of recharge areasSediment control – water qualityReduced flood hazardsRemoval of invasive speciesRecreational opportunitiesSavings in avoided infrastructure (e.g. reduced treatment requirements)
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Land Management Plan monitoring program for the San Bernardino National Forest. Pursuit to our partnership we provided comments on the LMP.  Our mou was executed in 2011. Through our joint efforts we have been able to comment and coordinate with the SAR watershed stakeholder community.  Streamflow monitoring is proposed.  Find opportunities to cooperatively identify water management program and projects that would implement mutually beneficial goals. 



Disadvantaged Communities Involvement  
 

 1. Strengths and Needs 
Assessment 

 2. Education and 
Engagement 

 3. Project 
Development 
 

• OWOW Steering Committee 
• Disadvantaged and Tribal Communities Pillar 
• DCI Program Technical Advisory Committee 
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*Strengths* and needs.  Diverse partners.  Students from communities paid and mentored in supporting roles for the program, to the benefit of their communities.
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Prop 1 instructs us:“ensuring involvement of disadvantaged communities, economically distressed areas, or underrepresented communities”   Ensuring Involvement, a challenging concept.  This is key to the 21st century, as all community members have a part to play, and low income communities are often exceedingly resilient, unfairly built from unequal impacts.  Spending time and money to ensure broad involvement, including those communities that require more support to join in, is entirely worth it, necessary to our collective future successes, and, key for perhaps some of you, clearly dear to the current California legislature.This map shows how wide spread the lower-income communities are in the watershed.  Low-income members of our communities, though, are everywhere, in every jurisdiction.  Ensuring that time is taken to listen for all voices, the resources to ensure everyone knows how to contribute to our plans, our goals, and our progress.  These are key to 21st Century water strategy.    



Water Energy Community Action 
Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing access to conservation measures for low-income homeowners.  Rebates are inaccessible, the up-front money isn’t there.  By hiring or partnering with installers, low-income community members can benefit from these programs, and take part in making conservation a way of life in California.



WATERSHED-SCALE COLLABORATION 
 

SARCCUP 
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Provides watershed-wide regional collaborationCreates new water supply/demand management:2,400 AFY from Arundo Donax Removal60,000 AFY dry-year yield capacity7,236 AFY of demand reductionIncreases resiliency of water supplyImproves natural environmentImplements “One Water One Watershed” (OWOW)  Santa Ana River watershed IRWMPHabitat Improvement: Arundo Removal & Santa Ana Sucker fish habitat restorationWater Use Efficiency:  Conservation-Based Rates Support, Water-use Efficient Landscaping DesignGroundwater Banking: “Put and Take” Conjunctive Use Facilities 1,000,000 AF potential storage capacity in SAR GW BasinsPhase 1 of SARCCUP Water Bank: 180,000 afBuild recharge and extraction infrastructure to take advantage of wet year extraordinary supplyStorage on “use-side” of major earthquake faultsAll five agencies share equally in dry year yield
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Prop 50 Projects
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Adding Prop 84 Round 1 
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Adding Prop 84 Round 2 – 
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Adding Prop 84 Round 3 – 
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Adding Prop 84 Round 4 – 
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KB/CC 4-4-2016



SAWPA’s Stellar Staff. 





One Water One Watershed: 
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If we see each problem, drought, climate change, water quality, etc., as separate and approach each separately the solution we come up with will fall short or be opportunistic. Quick fixes do nothing to address deeper dysfunctions. “One Water One Watershed” an integral view encompassing all political jurisdictions, water agencies and non-governmental stakeholders (private sector, environmental groups, and the public at large) in the watershed; and one in which all types of water (imported, local surface and groundwater, storm water, and wastewater effluent) are viewed as components of a single water resource, inextricably linked to land use and habitat, and that tries to limit impacts to natural hydrology.The OWOW Plan advances a paradigm change from water supply to an integral water management mentality: moving from a mission of providing abundant high-quality water at the lowest cost possible, to one in which water resources are managed in a sustainable manner and with regard for the needs of the environment and those downstream. Rather than investing more or working harder on the ways of the 20th century, OWOW seeks a new approach that is lighter on the land, protects habitat and a sustainable future for a robust economy and healthy environment. This work is ultimately about relationships.  Building the capacity to collaborate is hard work and demands the best of people, particularly when it involves people from different organizations with different goals. 



Salt Concentration 



Increased Investment in the Forests 
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Meadow resterationFuel reductionSediment reduction with road improvments
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Presentation Notes
Portions of the Sierra National Forest are filled with dead and dying ponderosa pines. Warm winters and severe drought have enabled bark beetles to flourish in forests across California, leaving vast areas in the mountains covered with Across the continental United States, measurements from sensors since the 1950s show that the average snowpack has been decreasing in most areas as temperatures have risen. Precipitation that used to fall as snow is increasingly falling as rain. Snowlines in the mountains have begun creeping upward. And scientists have estimated that for each 1 degree Fahrenheit of warming in mountain regions, the snowpack could retreat upslope by a distance of roughly 300 feet in elevation.The impacts are expected to vary by location. But across the mountains of the West, the snowpack is already melting about a week earlier on average as compared to the mid-20th century.No single strategy is likely to be enough on its own. Many government officials in charge of water management in places from California to Washington, D.C., have lined up behind what they’ve called an “all-of-the-above” approach. They say that making water systems more resilient is achievable with intelligent planning, and that steps are underway to adapt.Alex Hall of the University of California, Los Angeles, estimated in a 2012 study that across the West, snow has been melting on average one day earlier per decade since 1950 – about a week earlier than it used to melt. In Northern California and the Northern Rockies, they found the melt has moved up even more – by about two weeks over that same period.Stream gauges have also shown earlier spring runoff from snowmelt than in the past.



Commercial, Industrial Landscape 
Transformation 





Data to create information, 
knowledge, and ACTION 



• Reduced region-wide 
monitoring costs 

• Compliance – along with 
peace of mind – your 
staff won’t need to do 
the field work 

• Reduced paperwork 
(both stakeholders and 
Regional Board) 

• Voluntary program 

Benefits of a Regional Monitoring 
Program 

Regional 
Monitoring 

Program 
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Presentation Notes
Extensive water quality monitoring currently conducted in the Santa Ana River WatershedNumerous regulatory driversOverlapping monitoring requirements and multiple  Task Force groupsProblem:Inefficient use of resourcesExpensiveIncomparable data qualityDecentralized reportingConsolidate the various surface water monitoring programs Monitoring currently done separately by numerous entitiesLabor is most expensive factor – much more than laboratory analysisSome monitoring locations exactly the sameMany sites in close proximity to one anotherOpportunity for “bundling” sites together, both spatially and temporallyConsolidate the various surface water monitoring programs Monitoring currently done separately by numerous entitiesLabor is most expensive factor – much more than laboratory analysisSome monitoring locations exactly the sameMany sites in close proximity to one anotherOpportunity for “bundling” sites together, both spatially and temporallyConsolidate the various surface water monitoring programs Monitoring currently done separately by numerous entitiesLabor is most expensive factor – much more than laboratory analysisSome monitoring locations exactly the sameMany sites in close proximity to one anotherOpportunity for “bundling” sites together, both spatially and temporally



Emerging Constituents 
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Presentation Notes
Benefits:Complies with Regional Board Resolution under Cooperative Agreement for Imported Water RechargeAlternative to new regulation for recharge saving      $100,000/yr in avoided long term EC monitoring costsBetter regional evaluation of ECs which drove ability to frame discussion on ECs at State level to our benefitCorrects misinformed media exposure through outreachAnnual EC monitoring reports 2010-2013 provided important data and information to guide SWRCB Blue Ribbon Panel on required EC monitoring constituents – reduced number of ECs (100s) down to seven saving over $100,000/yr watershed wideNo plans to continue EC monitoring at this timeFuture WorkYour So Cal Tap Water water blog and other social media on drinking water safety are expected to continue provide value in responding to misinformation by EWG and media- annuallyAnnual EC monitoring reports 2010-2013 provided important data and information to guide SWRCB Blue Ribbon Panel on required EC monitoring constituents – reduced number of ECs (100s) down to seven saving over $100,000/yr watershed wideNo plans to continue EC monitoring at this timeFuture WorkYour So Cal Tap Water water blog and other social media on drinking water safety are expected to continue provide value in responding to misinformation by EWG and media- annually
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With all of these water challenges, We must resist a desire to jump to a solution or to projects, and to invest time and energy to understand the whole watershed system, how the issues fit together, how there could be unintended consequences.  Guard against quick fixes, and superficial answers to our complex problems. If we do not adapt, the current and future costs are enormous for everyone.  This is work for us all not just water resource managers but all of us, including you.  Linking these big ideas into the existing structures of society is our challenge. Leaders will be those who help move us from single-purpose thinking, to systems thinking.  Success is supported by those who are comfortable with and understand natural and social systems and those who are particularly skilled in conflict resolution, negotiation and collaboration. 



How many gallons to produce a…?  
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32 

37 45 53 

63 

500 

634 

39,000 
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Presentation Notes
Water is key to how you live your life. How much water do you think  it  takes to produce An Apple needs 19 gallons 32 gallons of water are needed to produce one Glass of Wine One cup of coffee, 37 gallons of water. This includes the water needed to grow the coffee beans and the water needed to brew it. One glass of orange juice requires nearly 45 gallons of water53 gallons  will produce One Egg Glass of Milk: 63 gallonsOne T shirt needs 500 gallons of water to produce the cotton, dye and sew it. Thats about the same as an average hot tub.A Hamburger needs 634 gallons just to produce the beef, that includes the care of the steer, and the water to grow the feed. It takes over 39,000 gallons of water to make a new car, including the tires. That is about the same of two nice sized home swimming pools.Water is critically important to our daily lives. It's not only the water you directly use for drinking, bathing, washing and watering your lawn; it's also the freshwater you use indirectly -- the water used in the production and distribution of the services and goods you consume.
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